The recent changes to the teacher evaluation guidelines give
greater clarity in the definitions of the 4 levels of teacher
performance used in evaluation. This presentation will describe
those changes and how they promote better practice.

Although definitions used in the rating system haven’t changed,
adding a 'further explanation' significantly changes the tone of
evaluation.
The change moves is from a strict focus on whether or not a teacher
met the goals - whether those are practice goals for the teacher or
student goals - to a focus on a teacher showing progress toward
meeting mutually agreed upon goals. What progress ‘looks like’
must be specifically defined by indicators that are agreed upon by
the teacher and evaluator.

The indicators must be supported by evidence.

A shift from strictly meeting goals to making progress in meeting
goals encourages the use of a holistic approach, rather than a
mathematical calculation to determine the teacher‘s evaluation
rating.
A holistic approach is very different from that used now in many
districts :
* When you look at patterns and trends in performance over
time, it’s a more realistic picture of a teacher’s performance.

* It uses multiple pieces of evidence for each indicator; as a
teacher, you can have more influence over what’s used in your
evaluation.
* As a teacher, if you know that your evaluation will be based on
showing progress in meeting goals, it should encourage you to
set more challenging goals that will help change your practice.

* This stresses the importance of quality in your evaluation,
rather than just quantity of evidence…you can end up with a
richer evaluation with less data collection.
‘As applicable’ a new phrase. This means that mutual agreement
may apply differently in different parts of the evaluation
components. For example, the Professional Development and
Evaluation committee mutually agrees on the rubric that will be
used for observations and reviews of practice, and this rubric is
then used district-wide; the individual teacher and his or her
evaluator don’t mutually agree on which rubric to use. However,
the teacher and evaluator can mutually agree that, in the
teacher’s evaluation, only certain indicators within certain

domains will be used. Another example would be the dispute
resolution process. The PDE committee mutually agrees on
what the process will be, not the individual teacher and evaluator.
A third example would be this : the PDE mutually agrees that
teachers will write either one or two student growth goals; the
individual teacher and evaluator mutually agree on what the

number of actual goals will be.
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The CEA web site has a lot of information local PDE
committees can use while developing plans,
including information on using the 4-level rating
system more effectively.
New information is posted on the web site regularly.
CEA staff is also available to work with local
committees. Be sure to involve your Uni Serv rep
with committee work whenever possible – they’re
one good link to information, and can help committee
members advocate for better practice.

Keeping CEA informed of challenges and successes
helps us advocate on the state level for changes.
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